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Insurance Company Investments in Japan 
Since the earthquake and tsunami occurred in Japan just over one week ago, and with 
subsequent nuclear power plant damage and radiation leaks, financial markets worldwide have 
been impacted. While the Bank of Japan has infused capital into the Japanese financial system 
to bolster liquidity, Japan’s trading partners and overseas customers are uncertain about 
potential “supply-chain” disruptions with Japanese corporations. Many ports and docks have 
been destroyed, railroad transport has been disrupted and, in the severely affected areas — 
especially those areas that have experienced problems with their nuclear facilities — employees 
have fled. 
The resulting volatility in the financial markets has extended worldwide. In the United States, 
some transactions in the fixed-income market have been put on hold, including a few high-yield 
bond offerings. U.S. equity markets, as measured by the S&P 500, were up 1.3% as of March 
17, 2011, to 1,273.13 from the day prior. On March 11, 2011, the Nikkei 225 index closed at 
10,254.43, but dropped to 8,962.7 as of March 17, 2011, despite a short-term rise due in part to 
the Japanese government’s liquidity infusion. With the Bank of Japan’s efforts, the yield on the 
10-year Japanese government bond remained relatively unchanged from a few days prior at 
1.21% (decreasing slightly from a March 11, 2011, yield of 1.25%) and had a price of 100.8. 
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As Japanese insurers and financial firms sell liquid assets to generate cash for rebuilding 
efforts, demand for the yen is also on the rise. The dollar was at 79.07 yen as of March 17, 
2011, a 0.6% decrease from the day prior. This was a welcome sign, as the value of the yen 
had been on the rise despite the central bank’s efforts, likely due to Japanese institutions and 
households bringing money home from investments abroad. In an attempt to keep the value of 
the yen down, thereby making Japan’s exports less expensive, Japan’s Finance Ministry has 
sold yen through the Bank of Japan. After a meeting of the G-7 countries, they also have agreed 
to cooperate in making efforts to assist with minimizing the yen’s volatility. 
U.S. Insurance Company Exposure 
U.S. insurance company exposure to Japanese-domiciled securities was $46.4 billion as of 
year-end 2010. Almost all of this exposure was in bonds, with 55% of the bond exposure ($24.6 
billion) representing Japanese national government bonds. The remaining bond exposure 
included $12.6 billion in Japanese corporate bonds (27% of bond exposure) and $7.4 billion 
(16% of bond exposure) in other government issues, such as with prefectures, which are similar 
in concept to U.S. states. Almost all of this exposure was held across a small number of U.S.-
domiciled insurance companies with substantial business in Japan. 
Given Japan’s liquid government debt market, and that it is the world’s third-largest economy, 
exposure to its national bonds will likely not be jeopardized in terms of ability to pay debt 
service. With regard to other government debt, such as that of the prefectures, it is possible that 
Japan’s central government also will assist financially with respect to the debt of regional and 
local governments severely affected by the disaster. Standard & Poor’s research states that 
Japan’s “current system supports the credit quality of municipalities, [but] it does not ensure 
timeliness of debt payments. In addition, it lacks a legal framework that allows the central 
government to take prompt corrective action before fiscal reconstruction is undertaken.”  
Corporate Bond Exposure 
Greater uncertainty lies with insurance company exposure to Japanese corporate bonds. Some 
issuers might benefit from being part of U.S., international or even nationally diversified entities. 
Others, however, might be materially negatively impacted because of their specific industry 
sector. For example, the Japanese insurance industry is expected to incur losses depending on 
the types of coverage provided and reinsurance programs.  Recent estimates suggest insured 
losses of $15 billion to $35 billion, which do not yet include losses resulting from the tsunami. 
According to Moody’s, additional industries that will likely be negatively affected include power 



utility companies, regional banks operating in the three prefectures most affected and the 
transportation industry (particularly railroad). 
On average, as of year-end 2010, the market value of insurance companies’ total exposure to 
Japanese-domiciled bonds was 103.5% of par. This included Japanese national government 
bonds, political subdivisions and agencies. For corporate bond exposure only, the market value 
was slightly less, at 102.8% of par, as of year-end 2010. As of March 17, 2011, the market value 
for approximately 80% of the same year-end 2010 corporate bond portfolio (that is, for those 
corporate bonds whose prices were available), increased to 105.3% of par. 
The largest three corporate bond concentrations as of year-end 2010 included Tokyo Electric 
Power at $808.8 million (book/adjusted carrying value), followed by Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi 
($632.0 million) and Sumitomo Trust and Bank ($629.7 million). Altogether, they represent 
approximately 16% of the corporate bond exposure. Given the size and diversity of the two 
aforementioned banks, exposure within the corporate bond portfolio might not significantly be at 
risk. However, exposure to power companies should be monitored carefully, as it is an industry 
that could be negatively impacted by the dual disaster. While some of Tokyo Electric Power 
Company’s facilities have been severely damaged, Japanese government officials have taken 
charge of the Tokyo Electric Power Company in an effort to control the nuclear crisis. The 
Japanese government also has amassed a team to help restore power to Japan, even amid the 
threat of radiation exposure. 
Small Equity Exposure 
Insurance companies had exposure to approximately $1.7 billion in Japanese common stocks, 
which represented 3.7% of total investments, as of year-end 2010. The common stock portfolio 
was relatively diversified, with the largest holding, Toyota Motor Corp., representing $75.3 
million of the common stock exposure, or approximately 4%, followed by $70.5 million in Daiwa 
Securities Group and $44.2 million in Canon Inc. 



 



  

 

Questions and comments are always welcome. Please contact the Capital Markets Bureau 
at CapitalMarkets@naic.org. 
The views expressed in this publication do not necessarily represent the views of NAIC, its 
officers or members. NO WARRANTY IS MADE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE 
ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY OPINION OR INFORMATION GIVEN OR MADE IN THIS 
PUBLICATION. 
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